
Luxury multi-brand service over independent authorized one 
An epitome of luxury car service Bangalore- Marque One Motec 

 
The one thing that comes as a dark passenger with the purchase of every luxury car is its need for 

servicing. Your car is your cherished possession and you definitely aim to give it the best care possible. 

If you are that one soul lost on a sojourn to find the best Luxury Multi -brand Service near your 

doorstep, your search ends today. Marque One Motec Luxury car service, Bangalore, is the place where 

every necessity of luxury car servicing finds its ultimate fulfillment.  

Now, the most unsettling question that rattles every owner of luxury car is whether to trust Luxury 

multi-brand services or to settle down for independent authorized services. Before plunging into any 

debate regarding this, pause for a moment and focus on the long term needs of your car. If you aim for a 

workshop that provides with 

-genuine car parts with labels when it comes to replacement 

-Independent and flexible mechanisms catering to your needs 

-car servicing handled with intensive care by highly qualified and experienced industry experts 

-highly cost effective and timely services  

-easy accessibility 

Then opting for luxury multi brand car service is the Hobson’s choice.  

Retain the ultimate note of luxe with Multibrand car service 

Bangalore- Marque One Motec 

Independent authorized services are extremely strict in their approach and follow strict protocols based 

on a specific company policy. This in turn creates enormous difficulties when it comes to designing 

specific customizations based on the car’s need. As a result, the customers are often forced to make 

compromises on service quality which drastically affect the health of the car in the long run.  

On the other hand, trusting your car in the hands of Luxury multi-brand services, ensures a safe and 

hassle free service for a life time. Yet, majority of the owners doubt the services of multi brands as they 

are often considered to fall under the unorganized market sector. Move over, the lack of readily 

available physical parts is a huge setback. Overcome these drawbacks and enjoy eternal bliss the best 

multi brand car service Bangalore, Marque One Motec. 

We are a one of a kind luxury multi-brand car service provider that has set up a dealer level 

infrastructure manned by dealership level technical force that guarantees a top notch quality car 



service. What makes us stand apart from the rest is our flawless format of jotting out a way to supply 

the right products at the right time. 

The edge that Marque One Motec enjoys  

As opposed to authorized dealers, Multi-brand car services are known to be independent. At Marque 

One Motec, repairs and maintenance are conducted strictly one on the basis of the requirement. 

 Unlike major luxury car services Bangalore, Marque One Motec believes in repairing the parts instead 

of just replacing it. This facilitates a savings of at least 30% for our customers.  Be it issues relating to 

mechanical rebuilt or electrical and electronic fault finding, or even problems in car oil, we find the best 

solutions to each problem with our expert industry knowledge and experience. Our extensive range of 

premium quality services are custom made to cater to every minute strain your car faces.   

Let our services gift your precious car the motherly care and affection it deserves. Place your car in our 

trusting hands and lead a life of eternal peace. 


